It is a terrible mistake to think that technological platforms are what make or break a scholarly communications enterprise. Yet, the technology that drives submissions and article presentation does sit at the heart of user interaction. Technologies also have knock-on effects for running a publishing business. If you run a legacy system that requires three senior engineers who are all proficient in six different technological stacks, then your staff costs will be substantially higher.
Upon setting out, we began with a social perspective: what is the workflow that we need? The OLH runs a mostly double-blind review process and we wanted an effective means to oversee this, but with enough flexibility to adapt to new models of review -such as open review -that are under active trial around the world. We built a workflow design that is shown in Figure 1 (below). Note that, although this is centred around an 'issue'-type model, Janeway also provides support for continuous publication.
Rather than adopting Coko's more ambitious goal to build a workflow creation tool, we decided to opt for an extensible workflow model. In Janeway, we built a standard workflow, as per Figure 1 . However, in a forthcoming feature, plug-ins will be able to 'hijack' the main workflow and divert the user down a different track -say, for book submissions -in future.
We also had a number of technical design principles behind the codebase design of Janeway:
• No code should appear to work 'by magic'. Readability is key.
• Testing will be applied to security modules and whenever a post-launch bug fix is committed. We do not aim for total testing but selective regression testing.
• Security bugs jump the development queue and are a priority.
• We will never accept commits of, or ourselves write, paywall features into Janeway.
These community standards are designed to make it easy for others to delve into the codebase; to ensure that we put our efforts into ensuring the security of the platform, as journals become more of a target for hackers; and also to publicly commit ourselves to the open access nature of the platform. We also decided that Janeway should be openly licensed (AGPL v3) and developed in the open, allowing anyone to comment on, make feature suggestions for, or contribute to the codebase. An instance of the platform itself consists of several components:
• a single press (homepage shown in Figure 2) • any number of journals • a preprints area (optionally enabled/disabled) • a back-end manager interface • an administrative interface. Each journal install -which can be added with the click of a button -features a full document and peer-review management system, integration with Crossref DOIs, COUNTERcompliant logging (with reporting in development), ORCID sign-in, Crossref similarity check (for plagiarism detection), an e-mail back end that can use Mailgun, OAI-PMH feeds, and overlay journal functionality.
This last function is a particular area of excitement for us. One of the authors of this piece has argued for some years now that the ability to curate tables of contents across journals -and to thereby signal value through editorial selection, rather than journal title -is an area of important development for scholarly communications.
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Janeway now has this feature by default, where a remote article can be curated into a table of contents.
Also pointing the way to the future for us is the preprint server functionality. This is an extremely new feature and about to undergo extensive testing at the time of writing. However, the basic idea here is to have a workflow that allows users to solicit comments from their peers on a draft version in the open before providing seamless submission to any journal on the platform. That is: no re-entering metadata, just a one-click 'submit to journal' option. This is a useful feature since many humanities disciplines have a history of circulating working papers for comment before submission. We are simply replicating that community of peers reading each other's work for the digital age.
Janeway also comes with a series of plug-ins that we have released:
• back content plug-in: this allows for the loading of back-content articles into the system • supporters plug-in: this allows those who run a collective subsidy/consortial business model to manage the list of supporting institutions/billing etc.
• annotators plug-in: this inserts a link to enable the hypothesis sidebar for annotation of scholarly articles.
Plug-ins can, in theory, indefinitely extend the functionality of the platform. For instance, we are working on a book submission and display platform that will allow those running monograph presses to handle these object types. There is also an advanced 'notification' system built into the codebase, so plug-ins can ask to be notified when specific types of event happen, such as submission of a new article.
Overall, though, Janeway helps the OLH to have control of its own platform, to build features for unique journals when required, and to commit to our open principles by sharing the software for others to use. We hope that others will assimilate the codebase into their own projects.
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